5 Keys to Smooth Sailing in Stride Academy
Check off these items to prevent technical issues:
1. Update your browser – The preferred browsers for Stride Academy are
Google Chrome for PCs and Macs, and Safari for iOS (iPad). You can prevent
(or resolve) technical issues by simply downloading the latest version of these
preferred browsers to access Stride Academy:

PC/Mac

Download Chrome

iOS

Download Safari

Why these preferred browsers? The rest of the World Wide Web is quickly moving
away from Flash technology, so we engineered Stride Academy in the latest HTML5
technology, which makes it compatible with more devices than ever – including
tablets. Older, Flash-based browsers will not fully support Stride Academy, and that
is why we recommend these preferred browsers for the ultimate, problem-free
experience in our curriculum and games!
If you are already using the Chrome or Safari browser: Make sure you have the very
latest version, for best performance. Click here to check your current version, and see
if it is up-to-date.

ATTN Internet Explorer Users!
If you are experiencing any technical difficulty, switching to the
Chrome browser is an immediate fix in 99% of support cases!

2. Update your operating system – Please confirm that you have accepted the
latest software updates to your operating system on PC, Mac or iOS (iPad). Updating
your operating system regularly is like changing the oil in your car – it protects your
computer from vulnerabilities and ensures optimum performance in all applications,
not just Stride Academy!

3. Allow Stride Academy to pass your firewall – To prevent any issues with
logging in to Stride Academy or viewing the video lessons, ask your IT department to
allow Stride Academy URLs and IP addresses to pass your firewall. A list can be found
here.

4. Allow and retain the browser cache – To ensure proper functioning of Stride
Academy (and to speed up game loading and response times), be sure that your
browser’s cache is enabled, and that it’s not cleared between Stride Academy sessions.
For more instructions, click on the name of your browser, below:
Chrome: Choose “Allow cookies by default” and “Allow local data to be set.”
Firefox: Choose “Allow” for Set Cookies and “Always Ask” for Maintain Offline
Storage.”
Internet Explorer: Choose “Automatically” for the top settings and “250” for
disk space to use.
iOS Safari: Choose to Accept Cookies "From Visited", and ensure that Private
Browsing Mode is off (see http://support.apple.com/kb/ht1677).

5. Check your bandwidth – A broadband connection is required for Stride Academy
to run quickly and smoothly. Read about our bandwidth requirements here, and then
check your current bandwidth to see how it measures up.

Need Additional Help?
For more support resources: www.LTSed.com/support
Bookmark our news/support blog: www.StrideAcademy.com/blog

